
Don't Take Your Dragon to a Field Trip: An
Adventure with Laughter, Imagination &
Safety

Do Not Take Your Dragon on a Field Trip
By Michelle Robinson

In the world of imagination, anything is possible. Join Sparky the dragon
and his best friend, Billy, on their extraordinary field trip adventure.
Together, they soar through the sky, explore the depths of the ocean, and
journey to faraway lands. But when Sparky's fiery breath sets off the
sprinklers, Billy must use his quick thinking to save the day.
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Through rhythmic verses and vibrant illustrations, Do Not Take Your Dragon
on a Field Trip teaches children about safety, responsibility, and the power
of imagination. This enchanting story will capture the hearts of young
readers, inspiring them to embrace their boundless creativity while
understanding the importance of following rules.
Buy Now Learn More
Sarah, a parent
"My kids absolutely love this book! They laugh out loud at Sparky's antics
and are always eager to hear what happens next. It's a great way to teach
them about safety and responsibility in a fun and engaging way."

Emily, a teacher
"I use this book in my classroom to teach about imagination and creativity.
The rhyming verses and vibrant illustrations make it a joy for children to
listen to and learn from. It's also a great springboard for discussions about
safety rules."

John, a grandparent
"This book is a wonderful gift for any child. It's a timeless story that will
spark their imagination and teach them valuable lessons about safety and
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responsibility. It's sure to become a cherished favorite in any family's
library."
Embark on an Extraordinary Adventure Today!

Free Download your copy of Do Not Take Your Dragon on a Field Trip and
join Sparky and Billy on their unforgettable journey. This enchanting book is
a perfect way to encourage laughter, imagination, and safety in young
readers.

Buy Now
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If You Don't Do Politics, Politics Will Do You
Uncover the Hidden Power in Everyday Life In today's interconnected
world, politics is more than just a matter of elections and government
policies. It pervades every aspect...

The Edge of Physics: Unraveling the
Extraordinary Mysteries of the Quantum
Universe
What is the nature of reality? What is the origin of the universe? What is
the fate of our cosmos? These are some of the most fundamental
questions that have...
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